Identification of Natural Compound Radicicol as a Potent FTO Inhibitor.
The fat mass and obesity-associated protein (FTO), as an m6A demethylase, is involved in many human diseases. Virtual screening and similarity search in combination with bioactivity assay lead to the identification of the natural compound radicicol as a potent FTO inhibitor, which exhibits a dose-dependent inhibition of FTO demethylation activity with an IC50 value of 16.04 μM. Further ITC experiments show that the binding between radicicol and FTO was mainly entropy-driven. Crystal structure analysis reveals that radicicol adopts an L-shaped conformation in the FTO binding site and occupies the same position as N-CDPCB, a previously identified small molecular inhibitor of FTO. Unexpectedly, however, the 1,3-diol group conserved in radicicol and N-CDPCB assumes strikingly different orientations for interaction with FTO. The identification of radicicol as an FTO inhibitor and revelation of its recognition mechanism not only opens the possibility of developing new therapeutic strategies for treatment of leukemia but also provide clues for elucidation of the acting mechanisms of radicicol, which is a possible clinical candidate worth in-depth study.